




EDITORIAL
08 Dec 2014 Comments: 

 The year may be winding down but here at LibNOW!, the editorial team is still firing on all cylinders. We unveil our year-end issue that comes with an exciting selection of 

articles promoting our services, facilities and resources.

Noticed anything new about the NIE Digital Repository? Read about the enhancements to the repository in our first article. Users should find it easier to access its content 

and enjoy the flexibility of being able to do so on various types of devices.

The next article is a gentle reminder for all users to kindly observe proper library etiquette when using the pods. We seek everyone’s cooperation in maintaining cleanliness 

and quiet in the library.

When was the last time you borrowed a media resource from the library? The third article turns the spotlight on some neglected media resources and recommends a few 

useful titles for you to try.

Next, we offer you some choice tips to make your library experience more productive and efficient in “Life Hacks from the Library”. Do let us know if you have any library 

life hacks of your own that you would like to share with other users.

We round off this issue with two reports of library conferences attended by our colleagues: a local conference “Libraries for Tomorrow: People, Places and 

Possibilities” and one held in Kuala Lumpur - 5th International Conference on Libraries, Information and Society (ICoLIS).

We wish you Happy Reading. Have a Wonderful Holiday Season and New Year!

~ hilary (editor)



WE’VE UPGRADED THE NIE DIGITAL REPOSITORY!
08 Dec 2014 Comments: 

On 22nd September, an enhanced version of the NIE Digital Repository was launched. Several new features were implemented to strengthen the main role of the 

Repository, which is to organize, preserve and disseminate NIE’s research output and images.

One of the most significant enhancements is the adoption of Responsive Web Design methodology. This allows the web application to adapt to the screen size of devices, 

regardless of whether they are desktops, tablets, or mobile phone devices. Users can easily access the content in NIE Digital Repository seamlessly anywhere, anytime on 

virtually any device.

In addition, the enhanced repository also provides features that improve the discoverability and accessibility of digital content. For instance, users can now easily view 

recent submissions, subscribe to RSS feeds for alerts when new content is published and perform content filtering by Author, Date & Most Viewed Items.

Finally, the enhanced Digital Repository also comes with several new features that serve to raise awareness of NIE Research Output. For instance, users can now view the 

usage statistics of research papers and hence gauge their popularity.



Check out the enhanced NIE Digital Repository today at http://repository.nie.edu.sg !

~ jacky



IF WALLS HAD EARS AND PODS COULD TALK ...
08 Dec 2014 Comments: 

The Learning Pods on Level 3 of the Library are proving very popular indeed with students. Each Pod is large enough to seat up to six students and there is a digital display 

monitor plus glass writing surfaces that can be used for group discussions or trial presentations. During term, some pods can be booked back-to-back, and hence we allow 

one-day advance booking only. Also, pods may only be booked for a maximum duration of 2 consecutive hours per day by each group.

As usage increases, there have unfortunately been instances of proper pod protocol not being quite observed. In fact, if the pods could talk, you would probably hear the 

following admonitions:

“We are not soundproof! Please keep your voices down!”

“Us Pods are not picnic places! Bring your beehoon and curry to the canteen, thanks!”

“You’re way past your two-hour booking! Please pack up and return the access card! Others are waiting to use me!”

We do hope that users will take care to observe the rules, and help to create a conducive environment for project work and study.

Thank you!

~ yvonne



OLD MEDIA FOR A NEW AUDIENCE
08 Dec 2014 Comments: 

As users take a shine to online resources for their teaching, learning and research needs, some traditional resources seem to have fallen out of favour. Such is the fate of 

“old-school” media resources (also known as audio-visual aids or AVA in the dark ages), e.g. CD-ROMs/DVD-ROMs, kits, music CDs and DVDs.

This article hopes to re-ignite interest in these neglected formats by highlighting some hot new titles.

Title:

How Do I Create a Climate for Learning in My Classroom?

Click on image to enlarge

What’s it about:

Learn the 3 principles that will transform an apathetic classroom into a positive learning environment. The CD-ROM can be used for self-learning or as a mentoring tool to 

guide beginning teachers.

More like this: 

Click here for other lifesavers in the 20 Minute Mentor series.

Title: 

Singapore: The Making of a Nation-State, 1300 - 1975 



Click on image to enlarge  

What’s it about: 

A source kit to accompany a text book of the same title developed for the new lower secondary History syllabus. History comes alive through facsimiles of old letters, maps, 

photographs and newspaper articles. Your students will no doubt want to try out the gasing (“top” in Malay) and five stones!

More like this:

Click here to find out which other kits may interest your students!

Title: 

Resonances of Asia (Volumes 1 to 4)



What’s it about:

Embark on a musical journey through Asia’s rich and diverse cultural landscapes. An aural gem for the ethnic music lover or serious student of music.

More like this:

Click here for other music CDs from the Singapore Music Resource collection.

Title: 

The Innovators: Project-Based Learning and the 21st Century

Click on image to view DVD back cover



What’s it about: 

This video looks at the successes and struggles of teachers and students from different disciplines in one US school as they navigate the challenges of project-based 

learning.

More like this:

Click here for more DVDs from the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD).

General Loan Information

Loan Period: 3 days for full-time NIE students and 7 days for full-time academic staff.

Borrow/Return: Through self-check machines/bookdrop (items@Reserves) or loan counter (items@Closed Stacks).

If these media formats are not what you’re looking for, find out more about our other media resources such as:

• Online videos

• Dolls (hand puppets) and gramophone records

Any feedback or suggestions? Drop us a line below or write to libmedia@nie.edu.sg.

~ hilary



LIFE HACKS FROM THE LIBRARY (PART 1)
08 Dec 2014 Comments: 

You may have come across sites such as http://1000lifehacks.com/ which offer hundreds of problem-solving tips and shortcuts that help to make life easier, save time, 

reduce frustration, create happiness, increase efficiency/productivity, etc. In the same spirit, we would like to kick off with 4 inaugural library hacks to improve your library 

experience:

Library Hack #1: Use anchor locks (see, for example, the tables in the LearningHub, 3rd level) to secure your laptop

Library Hack #2: You no longer have to look for a wall power point outlet if you are seated at a LearningHub table and need to charge your laptop or mobile device. Just 

look below the tabletop!

Library Hack #3: How to turn your 2-hour redspot loan into a leisurely overnight checkout!



Library Hack #4: You may know about the return book drop outside the Library, but how about the one inside? Well, you know now!



 We hope you found these library hacks useful. We aim to keep ‘em comin’!

~ yvonne and nenny



LIBRARIES FOR TOMORROW: PEOPLE, PLACES AND POSSIBILITIES 
08 Dec 2014 Comments: 

About the Conference

The Library Association of Singapore (LAS) Libraries for Tomorrow Conference (LFT2014) with the theme “People, Places and Possibilities” was a much awaited annual 

event for local and regional library and information professionals. Held at the Matrix Auditorium, Biopolis, the conference attracted over 300 participants this year. Eleven 

NIE Library staff, comprising nine professional and two paraprofessional staff, attended this event. With three rounds of stage presentations, poster sessions, and a panel 

discussion, the conference was a great platform for all to learn from one another, and to build or rebuild ties.

NIE Library staff awaiting the start of the programme in the auditorium

From Left: Hilary Ho, Yvonne Yin, Chew-Ooi Lian Ping, Stephanie Ow, Pauline Ang and Sean Lee

Photo courtesy of the LAS LFT2014 Committee

Key Takeaways:

Reward “Passion” – a key ingredient in the recipe for success as a librarian

Organise library visits— get hands-on experience in selected programmes, participate in guided tours and share on pre-agreed topics

Attend classes taught by faculty -- find common meeting points so as to design relevant information literacy tutorials

Conduct compulsory library orientation programmes – where students have to complete a series of online learning activities before the start of the term

“Pause. Rewind. Play.” - give students time to reflect and retain the information during classes

Incorporate assessment in information literacy classes

Co-create information literacy content with faculty -- in the form of libguides

Connect with faculty early -- before term starts

Use data analytics for more effective decision making and planning – for targeted marketing and promotion of resources and effective utilisation of rooms

Engage using multimedia content in websites – so users can get a multi-sensory experience

Achievements from NIE

Besides attending the congress, NIE library staff were in the limelight this year. Mr Jacky Wong from Library Systems Unit was awarded the 2013 LAS Library School 

Scholarship for his stellar academic results in the MSc Information Studies programme as well as for significant contributions made in his rising career.

Jacky receiving his award from the LAS President, Mrs Lee Cheng Ean

Photo courtesy of the LAS LFT2014 Committee



Mr Douglas Lau from Circulation Unit represented his team and delivered a smooth and exciting presentation on the transforming of LIBRIS from “Library as Place” to 

“Library as Space”. His presentation entitled “Sharing on NIE ‘Library As Space’ Project” ended with a short yet entertaining 2-minute video. Before-and-after images of 

“rejuvenated” facilities in the library were played in fast-forward motion revealing a magical transformation from old to new!

Douglas presenting the “Library as Space” project on stage

Photo courtesy of the LAS LFT2014 Committee

Ms Stephanie Ow from Reference Unit presented a poster entitled “Assistive Technology Solutions for the Visually Impaired”. The poster showcased a range of free 

and reusable solutions offered by the library to support visually impaired users. A dedicated room supplied with assistive hardware and software, and new webpages 

showcasing enhanced services and guides, were launched on 8 September 2014.

Stephanie explaining the displayed solutions

Conclusion
To see through the challenges of today and tomorrow, libraries must be willing to embrace change. If we learn from our peers who have started the ball rolling on exciting 

new initiatives, together we can take librarianship to new heights!



NIE Library staff enjoying the lunch break cum poster session

From Left: Hilary Ho, Wan-Yeoh Seok Kwan, Chew-Ooi Lian Ping, Douglas Lau, Stephanie Ow and Yvonne Yin

~ stephanie 



A LEARNING EXPERIENCE AT THE ICOLIS 2014 
08 Dec 2014 Comments: 

 There is a Malay saying, ‘jauh perjalanan, luas pengalaman’, which loosely translates to ‘the further one travels, the wider the experiences’. This saying held true for me, 

when I attended the 5th International Conference on Libraries, Information and Society (ICoLIS) 2014 in Kuala Lumpur recently. The two-day conference was indeed a good 

experience for me to learn from fellow professionals and librarians from other countries.

A Zapin dance performance by University of Malaya students during the opening ceremony

The programme was packed with presentations by speakers from the United Kingdom, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Indonesia and Vietnam. Among the topics which I found 

interesting were the presentations on the reform of the Reference Services in the University of Malaya Library and the collections care of library materials in the main library 

at the University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka. Also, I found the sharing on the review of the e-research support environment undertaken by the Library of Open University Sri 

Lanka, very useful. Despite coming from different backgrounds and countries, it appears that all librarians encounter similar issues on a day-to-day basis. Hence, such 

sharing gave me valuable insights into the ways in which these common issues are handled.

One for the album, with my new friend Anne

Besides the exchange of information and making new friends at the conference, I also enjoyed the food. The Malaysian fare had tantalising treats to offer. All in all, the 

conference trip certainly filled me up – both mind and body!

~ nenny
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